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Abstract We study source parameters of a cluster of 21 very shallow (<1 km depth) small-magnitude
(Mw< 2) earthquakes induced by percolation of water by gravity in SE Brazil. Using a multiple empirical
Green’s functions (meGf) approach, we estimate seismic moments, corner frequencies, and static stress drops
of these events by inversion of their spectral ratios. For the studied magnitude range (�0.3<Mw< 1.9), we
found an increase of stress drop with seismic moment. We assess associated uncertainties by considering
different signal time windows and by performing a jackknife resampling of the spectral ratios. We also
calculate seismic moments by full waveform inversion to independently validate our moments from
spectral analysis. We propose repeated rupture on a fault patch at shallow depth, following continuous
inflow of water, as the cause for the observed low absolute stress drop values (<1MPa) and earthquake
size dependency. To our knowledge, no other study on earthquake source properties of shallow events
induced by water injection with no added pressure is available in the literature. Our study suggests
that source parameter characterization may provide additional information of induced seismicity by
hydraulic stimulation.

1. Introduction

The estimation of source properties such as stress drop or radiated seismic energy for small-magnitude
(M< 3) earthquakes has proved to be a difficult task in earthquake seismology [e.g., Ide and Beroza, 2001;
Abercrombie, 2015; Kwiatek and Ben-Zion, 2013, 2016]. Themain challenges arise from the lack of suitable data
with a good signal-to-noise ratio, high sampling rates, and enough bandwidth content. One of the ongoing
debates in seismology concerns the universality of scaling relations as a function of earthquake size, that is,
whether stress drop is constant over a wide magnitude range of crustal seismicity [e.g., Abercrombie, 1995;
Mayeda and Walter, 1996; Prieto et al., 2004; Abercrombie and Rice, 2005; Allmann and Shearer, 2009].
Some of the current controversy about scaling relations is in the magnitude range M< 3–4, where high-
quality recording, path propagation corrections, and bandwidth limitations are difficult to account for
[Abercrombie, 1995; Ide and Beroza, 2001; Garcia-Aristizabal et al., 2016].

Between 2004 and 2010, a small-magnitude induced seismic sequence occurred nearby the town of
Bebedouro, located within the intracratonic Paraná basin in SE Brazil (Figure 1). In 2003, groundwater wells
were drilled in the area for farming irrigation, the deepest well down to ~200m depth; and later on, in early
2004, small seismic activity began to be felt by the local population. The seismicity continued for years in
the form of earthquake swarms, showing a strong temporal anticorrelation with periods of water pumping
[Assumpção et al., 2010]. Most of the events had magnitudes M< 2, but in March 2005 the most intense
sequence produced events up to mR = 2.9 (mR scale is used for regional earthquakes in Brazil and it is
equivalent to the mb magnitude scale [Assumpção, 1983]). The cause of the seismicity was determined
to be the opening of the water wells and subsequent connection of a free upper aquifer with a confined
lower aquifer [Assumpção et al., 2010; Dicelis et al., 2013]. This connection allowed the infiltration by gravity
of water from the surface aquifer to the previously confined aquifer, inducing pore pressure increases
within the lower aquifer (confined fractured basalt) and generating the small-magnitude seismicity.
Although induced seismicity due to water injection/extraction at high pressures is quite common (e.g.,
by hydraulic fracturing, fluid injection, fluid extraction, mining, or exploiting of confined aquifers [see
Rubinstein and Mahani, 2015, and references therein]), cases of shallow seismic events related solely to
the opening of water wells and percolation of water by gravity are extremely rare, hence the unusual nature
of this case.
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Some authors have proposed that induced earthquakes produce lower stress drops in comparison with
natural earthquakes. For example, Hough [2014] observed low felt intensities for potentially induced earth-
quakes in central and eastern United States and interpreted them as a result of lower stress drop values rela-
tive to those of regional tectonic earthquakes. In contrast, Huang et al. [2016] compared stress drops of
induced earthquakes in central United States with stress drops of tectonic earthquakes in California, finding
similar values. Analyzing stress drop variations of a sequence of earthquakes induced by hydraulic stimula-
tion at a geothermal site, Goertz-Allmann et al. [2011] found stress drops varying between 0.1 and 100MPa
for the analyzed magnitude range (0 to 3 Mw), with no obvious scaling of stress drop with magnitude.
Interestingly, these authors found a strong dependence between stress drop and radial distance from the
injection points, indicating that stress drops correlate well with pore pressure perturbations due to the
hydraulic stimulation.

In this paper we analyze a cluster of 21 accurately located events belonging to the March 2005 Bebedouro
seismic sequence. We characterize each earthquake by obtaining source properties such as seismic moment,
corner frequency, static stress drop, and moment tensor derived from full waveform inversion. Our goal is to
characterize the earthquake source properties of the sequence and to investigate whether there is any earth-
quake size or depth dependence of stress drops. We hypothesize that because of the shallow hypocenters
and the physical mechanism behind the seismicity, i.e., pore pressure changes due to continuous infiltration
of water at hydrostatic pressure (~100mwater column [Assumpção et al., 2010]), the static stress drops will be
of small magnitude.

2. Materials and Methods

After the increase in intensity and recurrence of the earthquakes in early 2005, a local seismic network
composed of eight short-period stations was installed around the area to monitor the activity (Figure 1).
Table S1 in the supporting information indicates the characteristics of each station.

Figure 1. Distribution of events and seismic stations. Yellow star shows absolute location of M2.9 main shock (MS).
Events numbered and colored by depth in zoom-in (inset). Station BEB1 in black triangle. Blue circles indicate position of
water wells.
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Dicelis et al. [2013] selected a cluster of 19 events based on their waveform correlation occurred between 26
and 30 March 2005 and obtained highly accurate locations by waveform cross correlation. Here we take
advantage of these locations and analyze the events from this cluster. The cluster also contains aftershocks
of the largest quake of the whole Bebedouro sequence, a mR = 2.9 event. Unfortunately, the records of
this main event are saturated, and consequently, this earthquake was not included in our analysis.
Nevertheless, the catalog contains two other events within the cluster (No. 17 and 19; see Table 1), with
magnitudes M=1.9 and M= 1.8, respectively. The location of these two events was not computed by
Dicelis et al. [2013], so we constrained it to be the mean hypocenter of the rest of the cluster events. In any
case, the precise absolute location of the hypocenters is not important for our spectral analysis as long as
the events are collocated and belong to the same well-defined cluster with similar waveforms. Thus, the total
number of events considered in our analysis is 21.

Because the seismic network was quickly installed and designed for simple location purposes, we found
several problems in our data set concerning the application of spectral analysis (Figure 2). For instance,
low signal-to-noise ratios were present in most of the stations because of the low magnitude of the events
and the distance to some of the stations. In the case of the largest earthquakes, signal saturation (clipping)
is observed in the closest stations and/or stations with high gain. Furthermore, some of the stations
had three components and high sampling rate (500Hz), while others had only one component (vertical)
and a 200Hz sampling rate. Finally, some of the stations also showed significant electronic noise, while
some had GPS-time related issues. Due to these difficulties, we decided to perform our spectral
analyses using only the best of our stations (BEB1, see Figure 1), which did not present any of the problems
listed above.

In spectral analysis and estimation of source parameters, it is required to account for source radiation, propa-
gation, and near-site effects [e.g., Shearer et al., 2006]. For small-magnitude earthquakes, one important issue
to consider is the limited bandwidth due to attenuation, which limits the high-frequency content of the data.
In order to tackle these issues, we adopted the method of spectral ratios, also known as multiple empirical
Green’s functions (meGf) method, as proposed by Ide et al. [2003], in turn based on the approach followed
by Hough [1997]. Several authors [Ide et al., 2003; Prieto et al., 2006; Abercrombie, 2015; Ross and Ben-Zion,
2016] have shown the usefulness and reliability of using meGf methods in the computation of earthquake
source parameters.

Table 1. Computed Source Parameters for Each Eventa

ID M0 (Nm) fc (Hz) Δσ (MPa) Mw Depth (m)

1 1.49E10 (1.03E08) 25.4 (0.41) 0.10 (0.013) 0.72 472
2 3.99E08 (3.89E06) 38.4 (0.68) 0.01 (0.001) �0.33 458
3 2.43E09 (2.27E07) 34.0 (0.59) 0.04 (0.006) 0.19 404
4 4.80E09 (6.42E07) 23.8 (0.43) 0.03 (0.004) 0.39 371
5 5.37E09 (5.59E07) 31.6 (0.47) 0.07 (0.009) 0.42 402
6 6.53E10 (5.45E08) 18.9 (0.26) 0.19 (0.020) 1.14 409
7 8.29E09 (6.99E07) 32.3 (0.52) 0.12 (0.016) 0.55 401
8 3.46E09 (3.07E07) 38.2 (0.67) 0.08 (0.012) 0.29 429
9 2.73E10 (2.84E08) 22.8 (0.35) 0.14 (0.016) 0.89 381
10 1.68E10 (1.02E08) 25.5 (0.39) 0.12 (0.014) 0.75 420
11 6.99E10 (3.68E08) 22.0 (0.33) 0.32 (0.037) 1.16 402
12 3.06E10 (1.84E08) 24.1 (0.40) 0.18 (0.023) 0.92 471
13 3.18E09 (3.76E07) 37.2 (0.73) 0.07 (0.011) 0.27 339
14 1.08E10 (8.40E07) 26.2 (0.44) 0.08 (0.011) 0.62 380
15 1.51E09 (1.46E07) 29.9 (0.55) 0.02 (0.002) 0.05 445
16 7.15E09 (1.23E08) 28.0 (0.49) 0.07 (0.009) 0.50 371
17 8.67E11 (1.91E10) 11.4 (0.18) 0.55 (0.059) 1.89 433
18 3.81E09 (7.67E07) 34.2 (0.74) 0.07 (0.011) 0.32 510
19 6.92E11 (1.28E10) 13.3 (0.23) 0.70 (0.082) 1.83 433
20 5.27E09 (3.79E07) 34.0 (0.58) 0.09 (0.012) 0.42 544
21 4.46E10 (2.82E08) 21.8 (0.35) 0.20 (0.024) 1.03 622

aStandard deviation (σ) from jackknife test is shown in parenthesis. The events ID number follows chronological order
of occurrence. For exact origin time, please see supporting information.
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From Ide et al. [2003], the ratio between the velocity spectra of two events (events k and l) is expressed as

log _uc
k f ið Þ � log _uc

l f ið Þ ≈ g f i ; logMok ;
1
Qc ; f cck

� �
� g f i ; logMol ;

1
Qc ; f ccl

� �
; (1)

where f cc is the corner frequency of the phase c (Pwave or Swave), Q
c is the attenuation coefficient of either P

wave or S wave, M0 is the seismic moment, and g is the Green’s functions. If the path is common to the two
events, i.e., these are colocated, and following the Boatwright spectral model [Boatwright, 1980], the right-
hand side of (equation (1)) can be written as

logM0k � logM0l þ 1
2
log

1þ f i
f ccl

� �4
� �

1þ f i
f cck

� �4
� � ; (2)

and the unmodeled effects of attenuation (and in principle other propagation and site effects) are removed
from the problem.

Thus, when there are N points of frequency data for each spectrum and M events, we have N * M(M� 1)/2
equations to determine M seismic moments and M corner frequencies. However, these equations do not
supply information about the absolute values of seismic moments. We then add another equation to equalize
the logarithmic average of computed seismic moments to a previously determined average seismic moment

Figure 2. Examples of some of the problems commonly found in the Bebedouro data set. (a) Instrument saturation;
(b) Electronic noise around ~80 Hz. (c) Low signal-to-noise ratio.
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from the low-frequency flat part of the
displacement spectrum of each event.
These N * M(M� 1)/2 + 1 equations are
then solved by a nonlinear inversion
method (we use the MATLAB™ function
nlinfit) based on a regression using itera-
tive least squares estimations.

Figure 3 shows the theoretic shape of
spectral ratios for two pairs of events.
In each of the two curves, the low-
frequency flat part of the spectral ratio
corresponds to the ratio between the
seismic moments, the first and second
changes in slope (at about 5 and
25Hz for the solid line) correspond
to the corner frequencies of the
greater and smaller event, respectively.
The high-frequency flat part of the
curves represents the ratio between
the attenuation decay on the events
spectra.

As mentioned above, in order to con-
strain the absolute value of the seismic
moments we used preliminary seismic

moments calculated from the flat level of the low-frequency part of the displacement spectrum of each event
by using the equation

M0 ¼ 4πρc3rΩ0

Uφθ
; (3)

[Shearer, 2009] where ρ is the density, c is the wave velocity, r is the distance source station, Ω is the
long-period spectral level (low-frequency flat level), and Uφθ is the radiation pattern that depends on the focal
mechanism but it can be averaged to 0.52 for P waves and 0.63 for S waves. In our case we calculated
spectra for the full waveform considering P and S waves together (0.4 s window length), but as the largest
amplitudes are present during the S wave, we used the velocity and radiation pattern values for the S wave.
These preliminary moment values should be a very good approximation to the final moments because of
the small epicentral distance of station BEB1, which guarantees minimal attenuation effects particularly at
low frequencies.

Moment magnitudes (Mw) were calculated from the obtained seismic moments using the equation

Mw ¼ 2=3* log10 M0ð Þ � 9:1ð Þ; (4)

([Hanks and Kanamori, 1979] M0 in Nm).

Finally, with the determined corner frequencies and seismic moments for each event, we can calculate static
stress drops by using the equation

Δσ ¼ 7=16 M0 2πf c= 2:34βð Þ3; (5)

[Eshelby, 1957; Brune, 1970] where β is the S wave velocity equivalent to 2700m s�1 [Dicelis et al., 2013]. It is
important to mention that equation (5) considers a circular rupture with constant rupture velocity propor-
tional to β, thus assuming that all variations in corner frequency are related to variations in rupture size only.

Our processing workflow was as follows:

1. We select the events/seismograms and deconvolve the instrument response.
2. We compute the velocity and displacement spectra for each event/component (Figure 4). We used a 0.4 s

window of data after the P wave arrival, which also contains the S wave arrival. A window of 0.4 s before

Figure 3. Idealized spectral ratios for two pairs of events according to
equation (2). Solid line shows ratio for a pair of events in which the
reference event (dividend) is greater than the divisor event. Dashed line
shows ratio for a pair in which the reference event is smaller than divisor
event. See text for details.
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the P wave arrival was considered for a subset of preevent noise signal in order to visually inspect the
suitability of the data and signal-to-noise ratios. Note that signal-to-noise is very high up to 250Hz (our
Nyquist frequency), which is difficult to obtain for surface sensors [Abercrombie, 2014, 2015]. Spectra
were computed using the spectral estimation library developed by Prieto et al. [2009].

3. We calculate the logarithmic mean of the three components to obtain an averaged spectrum per event.
4. We smooth the averaged spectra (Figures 4 and 5) by a moving average and resample the frequency

vector using an octave scale. This step produces a smoothed spectrum with sampling frequencies equally
spaced in the logarithmic space. This is done so the nonlinear inversion computes ratios with sampling
points equally distributed in the frequency domain, avoiding giving extra weight to the overly sampled
high frequencies of the nonsmoothed spectra.

5. We compute the preliminary seismic moments from displacement spectra using equation (3).

Figure 4. Example of processing for event 04. Velocity seismograms and spectra of data (black) and noise (grey) for each
component. Lower two plots show three-component averaged spectrum and smoothed spectrum.
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6. We compute the spectral ratios between all pairs of events.
7. We perform the simultaneous nonlinear inversion of spectral ratios and preliminary average moment to

obtain corner frequencies and seismic moments of all events using equation (2). Each event inversion
starts from an extreme case scenario in which the initial value of seismic moment is constrained to be
the logarithmic average of all preliminary seismic moments, and the initial value of corner frequency is
equalized to 25Hz. We tested different scenarios (varying initial corner frequencies between 10 and
80Hz) with similar results (Figure S6).

Figure 5. Smoothed velocity spectra for all events. Some events are numbered and highlighted in black for better display.

Figure 6. Example of calculated spectral ratios for reference event (left) 02 and (right) 17. Observed ratios are in solid line,
and modeled ratios are in dashed line. Some events are highlighted in black for better display.
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3. Results
3.1. Spectral Ratios

We obtained a good fit between modeled and observed spectral ratios for all pairs of events (Figure 6). The
adjustment is particularly good for pairs of events with larger magnitude difference, while the fit tends to
decrease for pairs of events with similar size (ratio close to 1), with spectral ratios showing a more complex
shape. The calculated values for corner frequencies, seismic moments, and static stress drops can be seen in
Table 1 and Figure 7. Seismic moments vary from 3.99 × 108 to 8.67 × 1011 Nm (�0.3 to 1.9 Mw), while corner
frequencies range between 11 and 38Hz. Static stress drops vary between 0.01 and 0.7MPa, showing a posi-
tive correlation with earthquake moment but no clear depth dependence.

In order to estimate uncertainties related to our calculations, we performed a jackknife type of test [e.g., Prieto
et al., 2007] in which we resampled our set of spectral ratios randomly removing 20% of them each time and
then proceeding with the inversion. We run this test 1000 times and then calculated the standard deviation
(σ) for the obtained corner frequencies, seismic moments, and stress drops for each event. All populations of
calculated values for each event showed a normal distribution. The estimated uncertainties are shown in
Table 1 and in Figure 7 as error bars indicating 2σ.

3.2. Moment Tensors

We computed moment tensors for 12 of our 21 events. For this step we used the software ISOLA [Sokos and
Zahradnik, 2008; Sokos and Zahradník, 2013] which retrieves moment tensors from full wavefield inversions
of local and regional waveforms. As a reference velocity model we used the minimum 1-D velocity model
[Kissling et al., 1994] obtained by Dicelis et al. [2013]. Inversions were performed in the frequency band
1.4–2.6 Hz. Lower frequencies did not present enough amplitude content, and higher frequencies resulted
in poorly fitted waveforms because of the simplicity of the velocity model used. Also, because of the limited
frequency bandwidth we could only retrieve moment tensors for events with Mw> 0.5. The results of the
inversions are shown in Figure 8 and in the supporting information.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Our stress drop estimates show large variability, varying over almost 2 orders of magnitude, despite the fact
that we processed only 21 events with moments spanning 4 orders of magnitude. A large variability of stress
drops, over 2 or 3 orders of magnitude, is common for a large set of events [e.g., Abercrombie, 1995; Allmann

Figure 7. Calculated source parameters. (a) Corner frequency against seismic moment. Red line shows best fitted straight
line. Constant stress drops depicted by grey dashed lines. (b) Stress drop against seismic moment. Events colored by depth.
Solid black line shows best fitted straight line; grey dashed line shows relation found by Drouet et al. [2011]. In both plots
error bars depict 2σ from values obtained in jackknife resampling.
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and Shearer, 2009; Baltay et al., 2011].
Some studies [e.g., Baltay et al., 2011]
suggest that large populations of
stress drops are lognormally distributed.
Figure 9 shows a histogram with the
log distribution of our stress drop
values, which surprisingly seems to fit
well a normal distribution, despite the
observed dependency of stress drop
with moment and the small number of
processed events. In our case, though,
the good fit with a normal distribution
can be due to our earthquakes concen-
trating around Mw~ 0.7, equivalent to
the mean of Δσ ~ 0.1MPa, with few
events on the edges of the magnitude
range (Figure 7b).

For the studied magnitude range (Mw

�0.3 to 1.9), we obtained static stress
drops between 0.01 and 0.7MPa, which
in general correspond to low values in
comparison with what is reported in
the literature, usually ranging from 0.1

to 100MPa [e.g., Abercrombie, 1995; Allmann and Shearer, 2009; Baltay et al., 2011]. It is important to mention,
however, that the estimation of stress drops from corner frequencies requires several assumptions regarding
the source model, such as the shape of the rupture area, the average rupture velocity, and effects of directiv-
ity, which makes it difficult to compare different studies as these assumptions often vary.

To our knowledge, no other study on
stress drops of shallow induced earth-
quakes due to percolation of water by
gravity exists in the literature. Previous
studies of stress drop estimates for
induced seismicity cover earthquakes
due to injection of water at high
pressures [e.g., Goertz-Allmann et al.,
2011; Huang et al., 2016] and show
stress drops varying between 0.1 and
100MPa. Huang et al. [2016] argued
that, for central United States, no clear
difference exists between stress drops
of induced events and tectonic events.

An interesting case of seismicity
induced by deep injection of waste-
water occurred in the Raton Basin,
southern Colorado. There, seismicity is
ongoing since 2001, ranging between
2 and 8 km depth, and producing a
Mw5.3 main shock in 2011 [Rubinstein
et al., 2014; Barnhart et al., 2014].
Interestingly, most of the wastewater
wells in the Raton Basin dispose water
under gravity feed. Unfortunately, there
are no estimations of stress drops for

Figure 9. Histogram showing the logarithmic distribution of the
calculated stress drops. Mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) values are
shown, as well as the probability density function of a normal distribution
(black line).

Figure 8. Comparison between moment magnitudes obtained from
spectral ratios and moment tensor inversions. Dashed line indicates 1:1
relation.
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this sequence, although in relation to the largest earthquake, Barnhart et al. [2014] suggested that the waste-
water disposal may have triggered a low stress drop event, considering that the rupture length of the 2011
main shock (estimated from the aftershock locations) was unexpectedly long for a Mw5.3 earthquake.

Our absolute low stress drop values may be explained by the combination of two effects. First, considering
the low confining pressures present at our hypocentral depths (<1 km), on a fault governed by rate and state
friction where stress drop is proportional to the normal stress, it is expected to observe low stress drops at
these very shallow depths [e.g., Gu and Wong, 1991; He et al., 2003; Rubin and Ampuero, 2005]. Second, we
hypothesize that all the earthquakes were repeatedly breaking the same fault patch (see below). If so,
continuous inflow of water in the same part of the fracture would favor additional changes of effective stres-
ses after the initial earthquakes in 2004, producing subsequent low stress drop ruptures. Consequently, the
low stress drop values we calculated for our 2005 cluster could be due to the small remaining stresses after
the initial ruptures of the first active period in early 2004, following the continuous inflow of water.

We found a positive correlation between stress drop and earthquake size within the moment range 108 and
1012Nm. The equation for a best fitted straight line relating static stress drop and seismic moment (Figure 7b)
is Δσ =10^(0.516 × log10(M0)� 6.231). This equation is similar in slope to the relation proposed by Drouet
et al. [2011], which also found a positive correlation between stress drop and seismic moment for a seismic
sequence in the French West Indies, although their analyzed events ranged in magnitude from 2 to 6 Mw.

Some other studies have also suggested a nonsimilar source behavior of clustered microearthquakes. For
example, Lin et al. [2016] found constant source duration (and so rupture size) independent of moment for
closely located events within the magnitude range 0.3 to 2.0. This violates the scaling of source duration
and moment implied by self-similarity of earthquakes [e.g., Duputel et al., 2013]. Likewise, Lengliné et al.
[2014] found that tightly clustered repeating earthquakes at a geothermal site in France presented similar
corner frequencies and therefore similar rupture sizes despite difference in moment of up to a factor of
300, implying a proportional great variability in stress drop. They interpreted this large variation as result
of rapid changes in local conditions due to changes in fluid pressure reducing the normal stress at the
interface of the asperity. Similarly, our results show events closely located with high waveform similarity
[Dicelis et al., 2013], a relatively large stress drop variability of a factor of 70, and dependency of stress drop
with moment. It could be, then, that our events despite having different moment are rupturing the same
seismogenic patch with a defined size and thus producing stress drops with large variability. This variation
in stress drop scales with seismic moment, and we hypothesize this is due to temporal changes of the effec-
tive stress at the patch interface caused by variations in fluid pressure due to the infiltration of water.

The large similarity between all P wave and S wave arrivals (waveform correlation) and the location of the
hypocenters fitting one fault plane [Dicelis et al., 2013] is consistent with all events in the cluster correspond-
ing to slip in the same fault patch with the same focal mechanism. In addition, the effects of percolation of
water from the upper aquifer, as well as continuous water infiltration during the rainy season, are consistent
with the hypothesis of a repeatedly slipping low-friction patch.

The focal mechanisms from moment tensor inversions shown in the supporting information (Figure S1) have
large variability of fault plane geometry, which is not consistent with a common fault patch. However, as we
explain below, these focal mechanisms are not very reliable and should be considered with caution as they
were obtained using only two or three stations with poor azimuthal coverage and not always optimal
signal-to-noise ratios. The moment tensor inversions were meant to retrieve independent estimates of the
seismic moment only.

The main event in the March 2005 sequence was amR = 2.9 event [Assumpção et al., 2010]. For SE Brazil, it has
been found the relationMw=mR� 0.4 ± 0.1 [Drouet and Assumpção, 2013; Agurto-Detzel et al., 2015]. Hence, if
we consider the main event to have Mw=2.5, and extrapolating the relation found for corner frequency
versus seismic moment (Figure 7a), we obtain a fc=9.4 Hz for this event. We can then calculate the source
size, which is related to the spectral corner frequency as r= κ*(β/fc), with the coefficient κ = 0.37 [Brune,
1970; Hanks and Wyss, 1972]. Thus, considering β = 2700m s�1 we obtain a source radius r=106m, assuming
a circular fault. From the hypocentral distribution of the cluster events we observe a rupture length between
300 (minimum) and 500m (maximum). Our radius of 106m (diameter of 212m) is somehow shorter of the
observed rupture length, but still within the expected variability found in relations involving source
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parameters and rupture dimensions [e.g., Nuttli, 1983;Wells and Coppersmith, 1994]. In a similar manner to the
findings of Barnhart et al. [2014], the somehow long rupture length we estimate from the aftershock distribu-
tion indicates a low stress drop event. Likewise, the shorter than expected rupture length we estimate from
spectral analysis also supports the idea of a common fault patch shared by all the events as suggested above
(i.e., rupture size independent of earthquake size).

Themoment magnitudes calculated frommoment tensor inversions correlate well with themagnitudes from
the spectral ratio analysis (Figure 8). If any, the magnitudes from moment tensors are slightly lower than the
magnitudes from spectral ratios. This can be explained by the way the magnitudes are computed in the
moment tensor inversion, in which the final seismic moment is proportional to the fitting between observed
and synthetic seismograms [Zahradník and Gallovič, 2010]. Accordingly, because we could only use two or
three stations per event, and the resulting waveform fit was not optimal, the calculated seismic moments
from moment tensor inversions might be slightly underestimated. There were, however, two events (the
two largest of the sequence) for which the calculated moment from waveform inversion was noticeably
higher than the moment calculated from spectral ratios. This can be explained because we inverted the
moment tensors for only one source located at the hypocenter, and, as mentioned above, the hypocenters
of these two events were not as well resolved as for the rest of the events. So it might be that in reality these
two events were located slightly closer to the stations (e.g., shallower hypocenters), and hence the seismic
moment from the waveform inversion is overestimated assuming a somewhat wrong location (i.e., larger
hypocentral distances).

The idea behind computing moment tensors was mainly to calculate moment magnitudes using an indepen-
dent method that could help validating our magnitudes from spectral analysis. Because of the problems
found in our data set, we could only use two or three stations for the waveform inversion. The calculated
magnitudes should be a good approximation to the real magnitudes, but the obtained focal mechanisms
are not well resolved and so we prefer not to discuss them in the main section (they are shown in the
supporting information section).

The choice of the spectral model could potentially lead to biases in the calculation of earthquake source para-
meters. We used the Boatwright spectral model [Boatwright, 1980], instead of the Brune model [Brune, 1970],
because it presents sharper corner frequencies in the shape of the spectral ratios [Abercrombie, 2015; Huang
et al., 2016], thus facilitating the accurate estimation of this parameter. Furthermore, using the spectral ratio
method, Huang et al. [2016] argued that the Boatwright model leads to smaller uncertainties in stress drop
estimates. Other studies [e.g., Baltay et al., 2011; Abercrombie, 2014, 2015] found no systematic difference
between the results obtained by using either of the spectral models. Huang et al. [2016] found that the
Boatwright model leads to slightly lower corner frequencies (and thus, lower stress drops) than the Brune
model, although they notice that the discrepancy might be due to bandwidth limitations in their data set.

Our data have a large bandwidth, with high signal-to-noise ratio up to 250Hz. Our estimated corner frequen-
cies are quite low compared to other crustal events of similar size [e.g., Abercrombie, 1995, 2014], but given
the high signal-to-noise ratios, we believe that our data should be sensitive to larger corner frequencies.
Abercrombie [2015] argued that if the corner frequencies are within a factor of 3 of the maximum frequency
of the signal, they may be underestimated. In our case, with maximum usable frequency of 250Hz, only cor-
ner frequencies above ~80Hz may suffer from bandwidth limitations, with our calculated corner frequencies
< 40Hz in all cases.

The small uncertainties we obtained from our jackknife resampling test demonstrate the stability of the inver-
sion of spectral ratios (see errors bars in Figure 7 and Table 1). In particular, the calculated seismic moments
proved to be very stable, with standard deviations less than 1% of the calculated moments. The somehow
greater uncertainties seen for stress drops can be explained by the cubic factor applied to the corner frequen-
cies in equation (5) [Cotton et al., 2013; Kane et al., 2011]. Nonetheless, the uncertainties in stress drop are still
very small and stable, not affecting the tendency and positive correlation found between stress drop and
seismic moment. We also performed jackknife tests removing 10%, 15%, and 30% of the sampled ratios,
finding similar uncertainties and proving the stability of the inversions (see Figure S7). It is important to high-
light, though, that our estimation of uncertainties using a jackknife method provides a measure of the robust-
ness of the inversion procedure only and thus an indirect measure of the likelihood associated with the fitted
best model.
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Another source of uncertainty might be the selection of the window length for the processed data. We
selected windows of 0.4 s of data based on a visual inspection of the records, considering S-P times and
ensuring both P wave and S wave trends were contained in the window but excluding surface waves and
the coda of the event. Because of the small epicentral distance of BEB1 station, and subsequent short S-P
times, we could not consider P and S windows separately as the windows would be too small with too little
bandwidth content for the correct computation of frequency spectra. Additionally, we performed a series of
tests considering different window sizes to investigate the variability of our results depending on this variable
(Figure 10). We can see that while seismic moments seem to be relatively independent of the considered
window size, there is a larger variation of the computed corner frequencies and, therefore, of the stress drop
values. Nonetheless, a plateau of values is observed for window sizes between 0.3 and 0.6 s, which include
both P and S waves but exclude most of the surface waves. Accordingly, our selection of window length of
0.4 s seems to be appropriate.

Radiation pattern and directivity effects may also bias our estimated stress drops [e.g., Zhan et al., 2014]. In our
study we analyzed data from a single station (BEB1) because of its high S/N ratio over a wide frequency range
and suitable recording of the largest number of events. We analyzed alternatively two other stations that had
a significant number of overlapping events (BEB2 and BEB4; Figure S8). The comparison of the results of each
individual station shows that average variability of corner frequency estimates could be of the order of 30%,
similar to uncertainties calculated in other studies [e.g., Prieto et al., 2007], suggesting that potential bias is not
as large in this particular case. We also noticed that low S/N ratios at station BEB2, particularly at high frequen-
cies, prevent the accurate estimation of corner frequencies larger than 20Hz, highlighting the need for high-
quality recording at a wide frequency band to avoid underestimating stress drops for small earthquakes.
Furthermore, the main features found in our study, such as the absolute low values of stress drop and the
increase of stress drop with seismic moment, are retrieved both when we consider an average value from
all three stations together and when we consider an individual analysis of each station separately.

Lastly, one important point to consider is the suitability and limitations of our data set to perform spectral
analysis. We found several problems in our waveforms due to poor sampling, low signal-to-noise ratios,
and GPS-time related problems. Furthermore, our stations were installed over the surface, which greatly
contributes to noise, attenuation, and site effects. On the other hand, we benefited from the small epicentral
distance of station BEB1, which granted a good signal-to-noise ratio over high frequencies and low attenua-
tion effects. Ideally, studies involving spectral analysis of small-magnitude earthquakes should be carried out
using borehole three-component seismometers with high sampling rates. Also, any general conclusion
regarding the validity of earthquake scaling relations should be based on the homogeneous analysis of a
wide range of magnitudes, which unfortunately we lacked. Furthermore, because our seismic network
configuration was not kept fixed during the whole extent of the seismic activity, we could not consider a
larger period of study, which would have allowed us to study spatiotemporal relations between earthquake
source parameters and the position of water wells and periods of rain and water pumping. In any case, no
robust spatiotemporal correlation is observed for the short period of our study (see Figures S4 and S5). We
encourage that future deployments of seismic stations for the monitoring of small-magnitude earthquake
sequences in the region should contemplate not only the study of earthquake locations but also of source
properties and spectral analysis, ensuring the instrumental capabilities described above.

Figure 10. Variation of calculated (left) corner frequency, (middle) seismic moment, and (right) stress drop for different window lengths for each event (grey lines).
Events 01, 02, and 17 are highlighted in black for better display.
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In conclusion, the spectral ratios method proved to be reliable and stable for the computation of earthquake
source parameters of colocated small (Mw< 2) magnitude earthquakes. In particular, computed seismic
moments are very stable and well resolved as shown by the statistic tests and the waveform moment tensor
inversions. We found low absolute stress drop values (<1MPa) and a positive correlation between static
stress drop and earthquake size for the studied moment range (Mw �0.3 to 1.9). We propose repeated
rupture on a fault patch at shallow depth, following continuous inflow of water, as the cause for the observed
low stress drop values and earthquake size dependency. Our study suggests that source parameter charac-
terization may provide additional information of induced seismicity by hydraulic stimulation.
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Erratum

In the originally published version of this article, there was a typesetting error in equation 5 in which πwas set
as p. The equation has since been corrected, and this version may be considered the authoritative version
of record.
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